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How will COVID relief impact farmers’ tax returns?
By KRISTINE A. TIDGREN
(Editor’s note: Kristine Tidgren
is an adjunct assistant professor in
Iowa State University’s Agricultural
Education & Studies Department
and the director for the Center for
Agricultural Law and Taxation.)
Like 2020 before it, 2021 was no
ordinary year. As we leave the year
behind, we review key tax considerations arising from 2021’s unique
circumstances and look ahead to the
2022 tax filing season.
This post reviews the tax treatment of common COVID-19 benefits

distributed in 2021. With high crop
yields and robust commodity prices,
many farmers closed 2021 with more
income than they expected.
Likewise, input costs for 2022 are
on track to reach record highs. For
more information on tax strategies
in light of these trends, read this
separate post.
During the past 21 months, Congress responded to the COVID-19
pandemic by allocating trillions of
dollars to programs designed to assist
families and businesses.
Specific COVID-19 legislation
included the following:
• Families First Coronavirus

Response Act (March 2020) - $225
billion;
• CARES Act (March 2020) - $2.2
trillion;
• PPP Enhancement Act (April
2020) - $483 billion;
• Consolidated Appropriations
Act, 2021 (December 2020) - $920
billion; and
• American Rescue Plan Act
(March 2021) - $1.9 trillion
While the FFCRA, the CARES
Act, and the PPP Enhancement Act
distributed benefits in 2020, the CAA
and ARPA authorized new benefits
for 2021.
Following is a summary of

COVID-19 payments or tax credits
that may affect farmers’ 2021 income
tax returns.
Economic Impact Payments/
Recovery Rebate Credits
Modeled after two rounds of
economic impact payments reported
on 2020 returns, ARPA authorized
“2021 rebate” payments to eligible
individuals, in the amount of $1,400
per person ($2,800 in the case of a
joint return), plus $1,400 per dependent.
“Dependents” for the 2021 rebate
See RETURNS
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Record keeping of finances can be done in a variety of ways. Some may use paper spreadsheets for small-scale farming operations. A spreadsheet software program, such
as Excel could be used for basic record-keeping.
Photo courtesy USDA

Business operations, bookkeeping, accounting vital
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

Keeping track of income and expenses is critical to the viability of
each farmer.
Many successful farmers will keep
business and personal financial activities separate from one another.
“It is best for a farmer to have a

separate bank account to deposit payments from customers and from which
to pay expenses related to the farm,”
said Brent Carroll. “If at all possible,
a farmer should use a personal bank
account for non-business related deposits and expenses.
“The same separation would be
best for credit cards. One credit card
for farm-related expenses, with a sepa-

rate credit card for personal expenses.”
Brent Carroll is a CPA with an
office in Centreville, Md.
“I have more than 50 years of experience in accounting and have been
serving agricultural businesses as
clients for more than 40 years,” Carroll said. “I have clients in Maryland
as well as in Delaware and in other
states.”

Record keeping of finances can be
done in a variety of ways.
Some may use paper spreadsheets
for small-scale farming operations.
A spreadsheet software program,
one like Excel, could be used for basic
record-keeping.
See BUSINESS
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A square root recovery for industrial machinery?
By ADRIAN LLOYD

(Editor’s note: Adrian Lloyd is
CEO of Interact Analysis and is a
20-plus year veteran of technology
research.)
At times of economic turbulence,
machinery markets get hit as consumer goods manufacturers slash
spending.
As we move into the post-pandemic era, the picture for machine
builders is mixed.

Will 2022
bring new
tax law?
By KRISTINE A. TIDGREN

(Editor’s note: Kristine Tidgren
is an adjunct assistant professor in
Iowa State University’s Agricultural
Education & Studies Department
and the director for the Center for
Agricultural Law and Taxation.)
Potential tax changes dominated
most 2021 tax discussions. Proposals
such as the American Families Plan
sought to significantly increase the
capital gains tax rate and require
recognition of capital gain at death
or at gift. A later House of Representatives proposal sought to increase
the capital gains tax rate and cut the
estate and gift tax exemption in half
in 2022.
Build Back Better Act
As passed by the House on Nov.
19, the Build Back Better Act does
not include these earlier proposals.
The estimated $1.75 trillion bill
proposes extending the enhanced
child tax credit through 2022 and
raising the SALT deduction limit
from $10,000 to $80,000, along with
a number of other social spending
measures.
With respect the tax increases, the
BBB includes the following:
• New surtax on multi-millionaires and billionaires
• 5 percent above $10 million in
income, 3 percent above $25 million
in income
• Surtax impacts trusts and
estates at income greater than
$200,000
• Limit IRA contributions once
balances reach $10 million, accelerate RMDs
• Restrict Roth conversions of
after-tax contributions beginning in
2022 and prohibit those with income
greater than $400,000 (single) /
$425,000 (MFJ) from engaging in
a Roth conversion from an IRA or
See TAX LAW
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A recovery is underway. But it is
likely to be a so-called square root
recovery.
In reality, this means a lasting
slowdown that looks like an inverted square root — a huge and sudden
dip, followed by a much slower and
more protracted climb.
If we consider order intakes alone,
the machinery recovery is a classic
V-shape: end-users, having paused
spending during the pandemic, are
now ordering machinery in large
quantities.

The problem is that OEMs cannot meet this demand due to supply
chain snarl-ups depriving them of vital components and semiconductors,
and also due to there being simply
too many orders coming in at once.
The situation is ironic since, in the
main, the major end-user manufacturers were able to keep producing as
normal during the pandemic — only
pausing planned machinery upgrades
out of caution.
That said, the machinery sector is
bouncing back, with farming ma-

chinery, semiconductor & electronics
machinery, and textiles machinery
leading the way.
In this insight, we take a look
at the immediate prospects of two
machinery segments which had
contrasting fortunes in 2020: agricultural machinery, which performed
relatively well, and machine tools,
which struggled badly.
Agricultural machinery markets
See RECOVERY
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For your always
growing side.
As a loyal Maryland Farm Bureau member, you may be
eligible for a discount on farm insurance.
Your farm is your livelihood and should be protected by someone
you trust. As the #1 farm insurer,1 and your Farm Bureau’s official insurance
provider, we can help protect your farm, family, finances and future.
We provide:
• Over 90 years of experience in serving farmers
• Farm Certified insurance agents
• Financial solutions to help protect assets
and diversify investments

For your many sides, there’s Nationwide.®
insurance | investments | retirement

Let me know how I can help
protect your farm or ranch.
Aubrey Walker Jr
Rich Reilly Insurance Agency, LLC
301-249-4700
aubrey@reillyinsurancegroup.com
www.walkernationwide.com
^

^

A.M. Best Market Share Report 2019.
Products underwritten by Nationwide Agribusiness Insurance Company, Farmland Mutual Insurance Company, Allied Property and Casualty Insurance
Company and AMCO Insurance Company. Nationwide may make a financial contribution to this organization in return for the opportunity to market
products and services to its members or customers. Products and discounts not available to all persons in all states. Nationwide, the Nationwide N
and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. The Farm Bureau and the letters FB are
registered service marks of American Farm Bureau and used under license by Nationwide. © 2021 Nationwide AFC-0315AO.5 (11/20-10/23)
13881340 (02/21)
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Ten questions facing agriculture in 2022

By BRENT GLOY
and DAVID WIDMAR

Agricultural Economic Insights

The new year is a great time for
reflection and planning.
Each year we challenge ourselves
by reviewing the previous year’s top
stories and pondering the biggest
uncertainties, unknowns, and questions that the new year might have in
store.
There are many benefits of doing
this, but we find it helps us think
more clearly about the unknowns
(see the 2021 list), but it’s also a
humbling reminder that it’s impossible to anticipate the biggest unknowns for even a year (see the 2020
list).
With that, we present what we
think are currently the biggest issues
and questions facing agriculture in
2022, in no particular order.
• Production Expenses: While
fertilizer has captured the majority
of attention — more than doubling
from the decade lows of fall 2020 —
the price of nearly every agricultural
input has turned higher. The combination of supply chain challenges,
general inflation in the economy,
along with strong profits and commodity prices has created bidding-up
behavior across the board.
The same is likely true for fixed
expenses, such as machinery expenses, family living, and labor.
These costs will also be higher for
producers in 2022; it will just take
time to fully capture the effect.
Finally, higher production costs
are problematic, but conditions are
also rapidly changing. We observed
fertilizer expenses jump nearly $100
per acre in a matter of months this
fall. Our observation is that decision-makers are really challenged in
rapidly changing environments. Will
the upward charge in prices- and
volatility- abate in 2022?
• Farmland Markets: Last January, we opened an Ag Forecast Network question about the probability

Recovery ...
Continued from Page 3

have been sluggish over the past five
years.
But the sector was one of the few
to keep its head above water in 2020.
Whilst many machinery segments
saw slowdowns in production due
to restrictions enforced because of
COVID-19, farming communities
worked flat out, relatively safe in
the open air. People may have been
locked down, but they still had to
eat. And eating habits changed.
There was a sharp dip in demand for food stuffs from hospitality venues such as restaurants and
hotels, but the exponential increase
in online shopping and the widely
reported uptick in demand for fruit,
vegetables, and meat from house-

of farmland values increasing by
more than 10% per Purdue’s summer
survey. At the time, we admitted that
this seemed like a very large annual
increase, but it turned out to be on
the low end of the spectrum. Purdue’s June results were 14% higher,
and more recent data from Iowa
(+29% per December data) suggest
the enthusiasm has continued.
Farmland is a topic we closely
monitor and frequently write about.
While higher farmland values are
something most producers can get
excited about, a significant fundamental improvement in the farmland
market — farm profitability — suggests cash rental rates will likely be
pushed higher in 2022.
• Another Year of Strong Farm
Incomes? The combination of a
relatively low cost structure and high

commodity price set the stage for a
very profitable 2021. In fact, 2021
will be remembered as one of the
most profitable years for corn and
soybean producers.
Like going to bat immediately
following a grand slam in a baseball
game, it’s going to be very difficult
to repeat the financial performance
in 2022 given the soaring cost
structure. However, even with higher
costs, early looks at 2022 show the
prospects of positive economic returns and conditions much improved
from the 2016-early 2020 conditions.
At present, we believe “cautiously optimistic” best summarized the
2022 outlook. With most of the costs
already written in pen (or nearly so),
the biggest determinant of whether
2022 is a good year will likely be
whether commodity prices hold or

exceed current levels.
• Grain Stocks: Grain stocks
turned higher in 2021 but remain
well below the ample or burdensome
levels seen in 2019 and 2020. This
creates a situation where concerns
about short crops could push prices
even higher, but where a big crop
and even larger stocks at the end of
2022 could quickly leave the market
focused on “not enough demand.”
• China, China, China: While
China frequently makes our annual lists, the specifics are unique in
2022. The first issue is the Phase
One trade agreement. Without much
fanfare or attention, the Phase One
trade agreement expired at the end of
2021. It was never clear what would

hold consumers kept the agriculture
sector on its toes.
In Q3 2020, CNH Industrial
of the USA saw a 24-percent increase in sales of tractors of under
140 horsepower. So, the farming
machinery sector came out of 2020
looking strong, and a number of
factors point to the short-term future
being healthy as well.
Firstly, crop prices are currently
very high and this, coupled with
high yields and low interest rates,
has encouraged agriculturalists to
open their wallets and invest in new
equipment. Furthermore, sluggish
activity in the market over the previous five years has meant that many
farmers are using old machinery
and are getting ready to replace or
upgrade their machines.
We predict overall growth in
the sector to be of the order of 12.3
percent in 2021, with machinery
manufacturers in Japan, Korea, Italy,

and Germany all posting double-digit growth. Exceptional growth, in
excess of 20 percent is forecast for
Japan.
Machine tools took a hammering in 2020, with major customers
such as automotive and metals slowing down or suspending production.
Contractions in excess of minus-30 percent happened in some
countries.
But, in 2021, reciprocal pressure
has been a big driver for the machine
tools industry, with countries such as
Japan, Italy, Brazil and Korea seeing
average month-on-month growth in
excess of 15 percent.
Machine tools will also be one
of the biggest growing sectors in
France, where expansion is anticipated to be of the order of 12.5 percent.
Though that will be outstripped
by the printing machinery sector,
which is projected to see a leap of
25.5 percent YoY in 2021. But in

Germany the VDW (the German
machine tool builders’ association)
is revising down growth forecasts
owing to supply chain problems
restricting the availability of components.
Whether this is global, or just
endemic to Germany, remains to be
seen.
There’s clearly a thirst among
manufacturers to start investing.
So let’s hope supply chain problems resolve themselves quickly.
Be aware though, that, as you can
see from two of the charts above,
and as we have come to expect from
the cyclical nature of market demand, the heights scaled by the machinery sector in 2021 and 2022 as
it revives from the shock of COVID
will be followed by lows in 2023
and 2024, but nowhere near what the
sector experienced in 2020.
Thereafter, we expect the markets
to normalize.

See QUESTIONS
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Let’s break down the 2022 PLC and ARC decision
By GARY SCHNITKEY,
NICK PAULSON, KRISTA
SWANSON and CARL ZULAUF
(Editor’s note: Gary Schnitkey,
Nick Paulson and Krista Swanson
are with the University of Illinois’
Department of Agricultural and
Consumer Economics. Carl Zulauf
is professor emeritus in Ohio State
University’s Department of Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics.)
Farmers will again have until
March 15 to make commodity title
program selections.
Given the current high prices,
commodity title payments are not
expected from any program option
for the 2022 marketing year.
If a change in conditions resulted in payments, those would be
received in October 2023, after the
close of the 2022 marketing year.
Farmers wishing to purchase the
Supplemental Coverage Option crop
insurance policy must select Price
Loss Coverage as the commodity
title choice.
Based on current price projections, Agriculture Risk Coverage at
See DECISION
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Have you heard about the
new Farm Bill
insurance that’s 80%
subsidized?

PROTECT YOUR
FARMS REVENUE
MARCH 15TH IS APPROACHING,
BE PREPARED WITH
DAISEY INSURANCE TODAY!
Call or stop in today
to get all the facts.

DAISEY INSURANCE INC.
8959 Fruitland Avenue Bridgeville, DE 19933

302-337-9400

Fax 302-337-9404 - harry.daiseyinsinc@comcast.net
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Six simple strategies to create sustainable wealth
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The new
year is a time that encourages many
people to evaluate goals and plans in
a myriad of areas, from weight loss
and nutrition to education and career
management to financial health and
spending. While strategic money
management may be challenging
for many, University of Tennessee

Questions ...
Continued from Page 4

happen at the end of Phase One (regardless of the outcomes), but here
we are, and China didn’t meet all of
the stretch goals. It’s unclear what
happens next, but neither country
has returned to Trade War tariff conditions. How long with the informal
economic cease-fire continue?
Beyond Phase One, China has
been on pace to purchase a record
amount of U.S. ag exports in 2021.
The biggest surprise has been corn.
Can we anticipate China’s 2021
activity to be the new norm?
Finally, China has faced several
headwinds in recent years: the Trade
War, African Swine Fever, COVID,
and now a looming financial crisis.
In short, there is not a shortage of

Extension consumer economics
specialist Christopher T. Sneed has
laid out six simple steps that anyone
can follow to build wealth and develop lifelong, sustainable spending
practices.
• Build a Budget: The first thing
you need to do is to gain an understanding of how much money you

have coming into your household
(income) and how much money you
have going out of your household
(expenses). Building a budget will
help you gain this understanding.
While some people think budgets
are boring or only for people that
have money, understanding how you
spend money can be insightful and

a learning experience for all. Everyone — rich, poor and everyone in
between — needs a budget.
Ultimately, the goal of building a
budget is to have your money work
for you. You will be able to clearly

things to monitor and watch with
China in 2022.
• Supply Chains: We were first
concerned about supply chains in
early 2020, as China shuttered entire
cities. We clearly missed the timing,
but supply chain disruptions were
everywhere in 2021. Will there be
relief in 2022?
It’s worth noting the availability
bias is often in full force with supply
chain problems. Everywhere we look
we can find them, but they often get
resolved with little attention.
• The Economy, Obviously: All
eyes are on inflation. On the one
hand, it’s at the highest levels in
decades. On the other, the duration
has been short, and conditions are
nowhere near the levels observed in
the 1970s. Furthermore, it’s unclear
how much of the inflation challenges are related to short-term supply
chain issues.
With inflation comes the question

of what’s next for interest rates, and
we’ve been asked versions of these
questions at nearly every presentation this winter. In our minds — and
we’ve written about this a lot on the
Premium side of the site — we think
there are three considerations: Will
the Fed raise the target on the Funds
Rate? If so, how significant of an
increase is possible in 2022? Finally,
what happens with longer-term rates,
such as the 10-year treasury rate?
A lot of attention will be given
to the Fed’s decision in 2022, but
agriculture — especially farmland
— will likely be more affected by
longer-term rates, which can move
higher or lower without changes in
Fed policies.
Finally, don’t lose sight of the
long-run implications of economic
performance and monetary policies
in 2022. If we were writing a longterm list of questions, we’d place this
issue towards the top of the list.

• Policy Priorities: For the last
two years, policymakers have been
mostly focused on policies surrounding COVID and the economy. With a
new year comes the question of what
will the White House and Congress
be focused on in 2022? Of course,
the midterm elections are in play,
but it’s worth noting the pandemic
and economic recovery efforts might
begin to lift.
We plan to unpack this in a future
post, but keep in mind that Farm Bill
discussions will likely begin. Will
ARC and PLC remain? Will there
be meaningful efforts toward carbon
and carbon markets? Do policies
regarding cattle pricing discussion
make it across the finish line?
• Global Drama: Last January,
we noted global tension could swell
as the pandemic subsided. A year
later, all eyes are on China/Taiwan,
Russia/Ukraine, and Russian helping
the government of Kazakhstan deal
with protests. Suffice it to say conditions have gotten tense around the
world.
• Energy: From gasoline to
electricity, energy prices caught
everyone’s attention in 2021. There
was the Texas cold snap, natural gas
issues in Europe, and higher prices
for crude oil (and all energy) around
the world. With the WTI hitting the
highest prices since 2014, higher
energy prices will be worth monitoring in 2022.
What makes this issue so interesting and the challenge is, perhaps,
how there appears to be a tension
between decarbonizing efforts but
also the challenges of higher energy prices (see Kazakhstan: oil-rich
county and higher energy prices).
• COVID: Will 2022 be the year
where we get ahead of COVID?
While a surge of cases is underway
with a new variant (Omicron) on
everyone’s mind, it is worth noting
conditions are very different than
January 2021 and March 2020.
There is the vaccination, but we also
know more after nearly two years.
Perhaps underappreciated in March
2020 is the role of time, and perhaps
the progress we’ve made thus far
will accumulate.
Wrapping it Up
We could go on with issues, but
you get the point. There is a lot of
uncertainty heading into 2022.
As we move forward, it will be
important to stay up to date, update
your forecasts and assessment of
the conditions, and be proactive in
managing risks.
The good news is that the ag
economy enters this period in great
shape.

Do you need gap financing
help with buying land or
capital equipment for your
farm, forestry or seafood
business?
MARBIDCO, working with
commercial lenders, offers
low-interest loans to
qualified rural businesses!

THE MARYLAND RESOURCE-BASED INDUSTRY FINANCING FUND was established by MARBIDCO to
help meet the unique financing needs of Maryland farm, forestry and seafood businesses, particularly
with respect to business diversification or value-added processing. Young and beginning farmers are
also a particular focus for the MRBIFF program (but experienced farmers are welcome too). The
maximum loan amount is $300,000 for acquisition of equipment and fixed assets and $600,000 for real
estate purchases, food/meat processing and bioenergy projects. A matching Farm Credit or
commercial lender participation is required.

Call MARBIDCO today to see if this or one of our other
rural business assistance programs can assist you! (410) 267-6807
Or visit us on the web at: www.MARBIDCO.org

See STRATEGIES
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Vilsack discusses farming, rural economy at hearing

WASHINGTON — Department
of Agriculture Sec. Tom Vilsack testified on Jan. 20 before the House Agriculture Committee on the state of
the rural economy. During the fourhour meeting, Vilsack discussed a
wide range of topics, including supply
chain issues, employment, exports,
COVID-19 relief funding, demand
and price increases, underserved rural communities, the needs of specific
farming sectors and the reauthoriza-

tion of the Farm Bill, which expires
next year.
“Our farm income is as good as it
has been in the last eight years. We’ve
had record exports,” Vilsack said at
the start of his testimony. As lawmakers begin their work on Farm Bill reauthorization, he urged them to focus
on fixing a particular issue: the rural
extraction economy. It is the “heart of
the challenge” that rural farmers have
faced for a long time, he said.

“An extraction economy is where
we ... take things from the land and
rather than convert them and adding
value [to products]in the rural areas where the resources [are grown],
they are transported long distances to
where they are ‘value added’ in some
other location where opportunities
and jobs are created,” he said. He advocated a “circular economy” where
wealth is created and stays in rural
areas.

“We learned during the pandemic that our system isn’t as resilient as
we hoped it would be,” he explained.
“A way to make it more resilient is to
create local and regional opportunities. That’s one of the reasons we’re
focused on expanding processing capacity at the local level so our livestock producers have the choice of
local facilities that create local jobs
and allow revenue and wealth to stay
in the community.”

WASHINGTON — The American
Bankers Association Foundation—in
partnership with the Kentucky Bankers Association—has raised nearly
$40,000 to support relief efforts in the
wake of recent devastating tornadoes
in Kentucky through its Disaster Relief Program.

ABA also announced that it will
make a $50,000 donation to the fund.
One hundred percent of the funds
raised through the program will support those directly affected by the tornadoes, along with other local relief
efforts.
Donations will be accepted un-

til Jan. 25, and all donations are tax
deductible to the fullest extent of the
law.
This is the second time the ABA
Foundation has activated its disaster
relief program, which allows state
bankers associations to request disaster relief fundraising for their specific

state through the ABA Foundation in
the event of a presidentially declared
disaster and when other specific criteria are met.
The foundation previously raised
$42,000 for victims of Hurricane
Laura, which devastated parts of the
Gulf Coast in 2020

taxes until those debts are paid off,
when you can continue building your
savings up to 3-6 months of your net
income. If your job is seasonal or
unstable, you’ll need more stashed
away in case emergencies occur in
leaner months.
• Pay off High-Cost Debt: After
you have gotten your spending under
control and built an emergency fund,
it is time to pay off high-cost debt.
This is generally the credit card
charges carried month to month
which are accruing interest. A great
way to do this is by using the snowball method. In this approach, you
focus on your smallest debt first with
the goal of paying it off as quickly as
possible. Continue making minimum
payments on all your debts but put
any extra funds you have toward
paying off the smallest debt. This
will help you pay it off faster.
Once the smallest debt is paid
in full, add the payment you were
making to the minimum payment of
the next smallest debt. This way, you
create a “snowball” of payments as
you eliminate each debt.
• Consider Homeownership:
Home equity is still the number one
way most Americans build wealth.
Investing in a home can help you
build wealth in three ways. First,
well-chosen real estate property is
expected to increase in value. If you
live in a fast-growing urban or suburban area, your home may increase
in value at a higher rate. Second,
as monthly mortgage payments are
made, wealth builds as you own
more and more equity in your home.
Lastly, mortgage interest can be a
deductible expense for income taxes
which may help lower your tax burden as well.
• Save for Retirement: Figure out
how much of your savings you can
save for retirement and how much
you will need to save for pre-retirement needs. Your company or
your spouse’s company may offer
salary deferred accounts to set aside
income in which you will postpone
paying taxes until you withdraw it

at retirement. Such accounts could
include a 401(k), 403(b), Employee
Stock Ownership Plan or other accounts. If you don’t have one of these
options, almost everyone qualifies
for a regular individual retirement
account (IRA) through a bank or
investment company. Depending on
your tax bracket, you can realize 15
percent or more savings increases by
tax-deferring income. Just remember

that you’ll pay a hefty penalty in
addition to taxes on the amount you
withdraw if you must take money
out of a tax-sheltered fund before
you reach retirement.
Working through the strategies
above takes time and discipline – but
it’s worth it. With a plan and clear
goals, you can face the new year
with the resolve and skills you need
to reach your financial goals.

Nearly $40,000 raised to support Ky. tornado victims

Strategies ...
Continued from Page 6

see your income versus expenses
and create a plan to begin building
assets and savings. A variety of
budget tools are available to help
with this process, including resources available from your local UT
Extension office. Two UT Extension
publications can also help with you
build a budget: Track Your Spending
W 1018-A and My Money Plan W
1018-D.
Building a spending plan is a process — not a one-time event. Check
your plan often and make changes
to help it fit your situation. The more
you work with it, the better it will
work for you!
• Live Within Your Means: The
next task is the hardest for many of
us – living within your means. In
order to accumulate wealth, your
income must be more than your expenses. If you know or suspect you
are spending more than your income
each month, you have two options:
increase your income or reduce your
spending. In reality, a combination
of these options may work best as
you work out a successful financial
plan.
To reduce spending, consider
cutting discretionary items to start,
like streaming services, subscriptions, takeout coffee and eating out
at restaurants.
• Build an Emergency Fund:
Building and having an emergency
fund allows you to take charge of
life’s financial curveballs, addressing
them with a plan and confidence.
Outstanding debt, job security,
working patterns and family status
all help determine the right size
emergency fund for your family. For
most families, 3-6 months of net income is ideal. If you have high-cost
credit, such as credit card debt, your
emergency fund should be equal to
1-2 months of your net income after

NEW YEAR
N E W B EG I N N I N G S

Start the new year with a trusted lending partner.
Give us a call today to discuss your financial needs and learn
how Farm Credit can help prepare you for what lies ahead.

888.339.3334 | mafc.com |
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Returns ...
Continued from Page 2

payments include any legal dependent, and not just children under the
age of 17.
As with the two prior rounds of
economic impact payments (also
called “stimulus payments”), the
payments were an advance of a
refundable credit allowed to eligible
individuals on their tax return, but
this time for tax year 2021.
As compared to the first two
rounds of economic impact payments, eligibility for the 2021 recovery rebate phased out more rapidly,
with ineligibility reached at a lower
income level.
Married individuals with
$160,000 or more in modified adjusted gross income and single individuals with $80,000 or more in income
were not eligible for the advance
payments or the associated credits.
As with the 2020 economic
impact payments, individuals must
reconcile the 2021 economic impact
payment on the 2021 return. This
recociliation, however, is taxpayer
friendly.
When filing the 2021 return, if individuals are entitled to a credit that
is larger than the advance payment
received, they may claim the additional credit on the 2021 return.
However, if they received a larger

advance payment than the credit to
which they are entitled on the 2021
return, they are not required to pay
back the difference.
IRS will send Letter 6475, Your
Third Economic Impact Payment,
to recipients of advance payments in
January of 2022.
Recipients should save this letter
and provide it to their tax professional along with other 2021 tax-related
documents.
Individuals may also access a

record of their payments if they
establish a taxpayer online account
at https://www.irs.gov/payments/
view-your-tax-account.
Expanded/Advanced
Child Tax Credit
ARPA also authorized a special
monthly payment for most families with young children, from July
through December of 2021.
These novel payments were partial advances of the child tax credit,
which Congress expanded signifi-

CHOOSE A FINANCIAL
PARTNER WHO
UNDERSTANDS YOUR
UNIQUE CHALLENGES!
Shore United Bank has been proudly serving local
farm families for generations by providing
agricultural loans, operating accounts, equipment
loans, convenience services & more.
• MARYLAND
• DELAWARE
• VIRGINIA
Contact us today to see how our experienced
financial professionals can help you succeed!
ShoreUnitedBank.com | 877.758.1600

cantly for 2021 only.
Since 2018, the child tax credit
has been a $2,000 offset against tax
liability for each child under the age
of 17.
The credit phased out when a
married couple reached $400,000
of income. Before 2021, taxpayers claimed the credit on their tax
return.
Only $1,400 of the credit was
refundable, meaning that no one
could receive a refund for more than
$1,400 of the credit amount that
exceeded tax liability. Before 2021,
parents were also required to have
earned income to receive the child
tax credit.
For 2021 only, ARPA significantly changed the rules. First, the
child tax credit is $3,000 per child,
for those ages 6 through 17 (17 year
olds are included in 2021 only) and
$3,600 for children under 6 for
taxpayers meeting certain income
requirements.
The entire credit is refundable,
meaning that a taxpayer may receive
a $3,000 refund, even if they have no
income tax liability. Finally, Congress removed the earned income
requirement for 2021.
In other words, an individual with
a qualifying child can file a return to
receive the “child tax credit” in 2021,
even if they had no earned income.
The enhanced $3,000 credit
begins to phase out where income
exceeds $150,000 for those who
are married filing joint and where
income exceeds $75,000 for singles.
The $2,000 credit continues,
however, until taxpayers reach income levels of $400,000 for MFJ and
$200,000 for other taxpayers.
It then phases out entirely for
taxpayers with income above those
levels.
IRS began making advance child
tax credit monthly payments July 15,
with additional deposits made each
month through the end of the year.
The advance payments comprised
a 50 percent advance on the expected 2021 child tax credit, generally
calculated by IRS based upon 2020
tax return information (if that return
was on file).
Recipients of the advance credit
will claim the balance of the credit
(if any) when they file their 2021 tax
return.
Unlike the economic impact payments, the advance child tax credit
payments may have to be repaid
when filing the 2021 tax return if an
individual received more advance
payments than the total child tax
credit to which they are entitled on
the 2021 return.
See RETURNS
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Look for our annual
‘Crop Insurance’
supplement in the
Feb. 8 issue!

Returns ...
Continued from Page 8

This could happen, for example,
if a parent is divorced and not entitled to the child tax credit in 2021
for a child for whom they received
advance payments.
Even so, no repayment will be
required in most cases if income is
below $60,000 for those who are
married filing joint or $40,000 or
less for singles.
Full repayment of an excess
advance payment will be required if
income is $120,000 or more for MFJ
or $80,000 or more for singles.
To help with this reconciliation,
IRS will send individuals who
received advance child tax credit
payment Letter 6419 in January of
2022, providing the total amount of
payments disbursed in 2021.
Those receiving this letter must
bring it to their tax professional,
along with other tax-related documents.
Paycheck Protection Program
Perhaps generating more attention and questions than any other
COVID-19 relief provision in early
2021, the Paycheck Protection Program or PPP provided $525 billion
in 100 percent federally-guaranteed
loans to small businesses, including
the self-employed, in 2020.
The CAA allocated an additional
$284 billion to a reauthorized and revised Paycheck Protection Program
in 2021.
This program allowed first draw
loans to those borrowers who did
not receive a loan in 2020, second
draw loans to borrowers who could
demonstrate a 25-percent or greater
reduction in gross receipts for any
quarter in 2020, as compared to the
same quarter in 2019, and first draw
loan increases to select borrowers,
most notably some self-employed
farmers.
With the CAA, Congress explicitly confirmed that forgiven PPP loans
are not income to the taxpayer and
“no deduction shall be denied, no
tax attribute shall be reduced, and
no basis increase shall be denied
by reason of a forgiven PPP loan’s
exclusion from gross income.”
In other words, the receipt of a
PPP loan in 2021 (or 2020) does not
affect an individual’s tax liability.
Iowa, along with many other states,
has conformed to this treatment.
In other words, a PPP loan is not
reported on the Iowa return, and tax
deductions are not reduced.
Although owners of pass-through
entities retain the benefit of the income exclusion by receiving a basis
increase when the PPP loan is forgiven, owners of entities should work
with their tax professionals to insure
that the reporting of a forgiven PPP
loan and its associated expenses
complies with IRS guidance.
IRS guidance issued in November
of 2021 clarified several outstanding
issues regarding the timing of the
exempt income arising from the PPP
loans.
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For example, Rev. Proc. 202148 provided that taxpayers may treat
exempt income from forgiven PPP
loans as received or accrued when
(1) expenses eligible for forgiveness
are paid or incurred; (2) an application for PPP loan forgiveness is
filed; or (3) PPP loan forgiveness is
granted. IRS Form 1040 Instructions
for 2021 state:
If you have tax-exempt income
resulting from theforgiveness of
a PPP Loan, attach a statement to
your return reporting each taxable
year for which you are applying Rev.
Proc. 2021-48, and which sectionof
Rev. Proc. 2021-48 you are applying—either section 3.01(1), (2), or
(3).
This guidance is important when
calculating gross receipts for another
tax provision, such as the small business exemption from the business
interest deduction limitation.
Although proceeds from forgiven
PPP loans are exempt from taxable
income, they are included in gross
receipts unless other IRS guidance
excludes them.
It should also be noted that newly
updated Draft Form 1120-S Instructions for 2021 state, “An S corporation should include tax-exempt
income from the forgiveness of PPP
loans on line 3 and report expenses
paid with PPP loans that are forgiven
on line 5 in column (d) of the Schedule M-2.”
IRS has taken the position that
PPP-related expenses reduce the
other adjustments account (OAA),
not the accumulated adjustments
account (AAA).
Employee Retention Credit
Farmers with employees may
benefit from a generous employee
retention credit in 2021. Generally,
an employer who can show a greater than 20 percent decline in gross
receipts in any of the first three
quarters of 2021, as compared to the
same quarter in 2019, are eligible for
up to a $7,000 payroll tax credit per
employee for each quarter of eligibility.
Farmers generally claim this
credit on the Form 943, which is due
January 31, 2022.
Farmers with employees should
ask their tax advisors about their potential eligibility for this credit, both
in 2021 and potentially for 2020.
Sick and Family Leave Credits
The CAA and ARPA also extended the availability of sick and family
leave credits to employers.
Self-employed farmers with no
employees are eligible for a tax
credit if they can document that they
were unable to work because of certain COVID-19-related reasons.
Specifically, ARPA provides
self-employed taxpayers a potential
family leave credit for a maximum
of 60 days, and a potential sick leave
credit of 10 days for 2021.
The credit is only available for
absences between the dates of Jan. 1,
2021, and Sept. 30, 2021.
Based upon average daily
self-employment income, the credit is available if the self-employed
person could not work because they
were sick.

A lower credit is available if
the self-employed person could
not work because they were taking
care of a family member who was
sick with COVID-19 or unable to
attend school or daycare because of
COVID-19.
Credits are also available for
COVID vaccinations occurring between April 1, 2021, and September
30, 2021.
Self-employed farmers will claim
their family and sick leave credits on
Form 7202.
Those claiming the credit must
maintain documentation and discuss
their potential eligibility for the
credits with their tax advisors.
CFAP Payments
USDA created the Coronavirus
Food Assistance Program (“CFAP”),
with funding from Congress, to
compensate farmers for losses associated with COVID-19.
The agency made two rounds
of CFAP payments in 2020. Some
farmers received CFAP payments in
2021.
Farmers must include CFAP
payments in gross income (subject to
self-employment tax) for the year in
which they receive the payments.
They report the payments on lines
4a and 4b of IRS Form 1040, Schedule F.  
Reconsider the March 1 Deadline
Every year it seems the March 1
deadline to avoid estimate tax payment penalties is more challenging
to meet.
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This year, qualifying farmers
may choose to avoid this deadline
by making only one estimated tax
payment by January 18, 2022.
Those who choose this option
may file the return and pay the
remainder of the tax due on the
standard tax filing deadline, which
is April 18, 2022.  
Qualifying farmers making one
estimated tax payment by January
18, 2022, must pay the smaller of:
• 66 2/3 percent of 2021 tax, or
• 100 percent of the tax shown on
the 2020 return
For joint returns, the spouse’s
income must be considered in
determining if the taxpayer meets
the two-thirds of gross income from
farming requirement.
Although missing the March 1
deadline may subject farmers to
an underpayment of estimated tax
penalty, April 18 remains the filing
deadline for most individual taxpayers, including farmers.
(Disclaimer: The Center for Agricultural Law and Taxation does not
provide legal advice. Any information provided on this website is not
intended to be a substitute for legal
services from a competent professional. The Center’s work is supported by fee-based seminars and
generous private gifts. Any opinions,
findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in the material
contained on this website do not
necessarily reflect the views of Iowa
State University.)
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Decision ...
Continued from Page 5

the county level will maximize the
chance of payment for soybeans,
although that chance will be small.
The probability of payments is
roughly the same for corn and soybeans.
Decision Overview
Farmers have three program
options when making their election
decisions.
Price Loss Coverage is a
crop-specific fixed price support program that triggers payments if the
marketing year average price falls
below the commodity’s effective
reference price. Payments are made
on 85% of historical base acres.
Agricultural Risk Coverage at
the county level (ARC-CO) is a
crop-specific county revenue program. ARC-CO triggers payments
if actual revenue (MYA price times
county yield) falls below 86% of
the benchmark revenue (product of
benchmark price and trend-adjusted
historical yield for the county). Payments are made on 85% of historical
base acres.
Agricultural Risk Coverage at
the individual level is a farm-level
revenue support program.
Like ARC-CO, payments are
triggered if actual revenue falls
below 86 percent of the benchmark.
If an FSA farm unit is enrolled in
ARC-IC, information for all commodities planted in 2022 are combined together in a weighted average
to determine benchmark and actual
revenues.
If a farmer enrolls multiple FSA
farms in the same state, all farm
units are combined in determining
the averages for actual and benchmark revenues. Payments are made
on 65% of historical base acres.
Decisions are made for each FSA
farm unit. PLC and ARC-CO are
commodity-specific and can be mixed
and matched on the same FSA farm
or across different FSA farms (i.e.
PLC for one commodity, ARC-CO
for another on the same FSA farm, or
using different programs for the same
crop on different FSA farms).
The following sub-section will
discuss the PLC and ARC-CO
decision for corn, soybeans, and
wheat in 2022. This focus is taken
as most individuals choose between
PLC and ARC-CO. Not many farms
are enrolled in ARC-IC. Even if
enrolling in ARC-IC, having some
understanding of the PLC and ARCCO alternatives will be valuable in
making decisions.
• Corn: The effective reference
price for corn in 2022 is $3.70 per
bushel. If the 2022 Market Year Average (MYA) price falls below $3.70,
PLC will make a payment. The 2022
market year for corn will begin in September 2022 and end in August 2023.
Currently, expectations are for
much higher MYA prices than the
reference price. Evaluations of prices
of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
contract, as well as fall delivery bids,
suggest an expected 2022 MYA

price around $5 per bushel, well
above the effective reference price.
Based on current market expectations, there is about a 10-percent
chance that the 2022 market year
average price for corn would fall low
enough to trigger a PLC payment.
ARC-CO makes payments when
county revenue is below a county
guarantee. County revenue equals
county yields times the MYA price,
the same price used to determine
PLC payments. For corn, the county
guarantee equals:.86 coverage level
x MYA benchmark price x county
benchmark yield.
The county guarantee and county
revenue equations are used to define
break-even MYA prices below which
ARC-CO will make 2022 payments,
given county yield as a percent of
benchmark yield (county yield percent). At a 100% county yield percent, county yield equals benchmark
yield. At this stage, a 100% county
yield percent is a reasonable projection for county yields in 2022.
At a 100-percent county yield
percent, the 2022 MYA price would
need to be below the $3.18 breakeven price to trigger an ARC-CO
payment for corn. This is lower than
the $3.70 effective reference price
that would trigger PLC payments because of the 86% coverage level used
to set the ARC-CO guarantee.
The break-even prices are illustrated for non-irrigated corn
in Champaign County, Illinois.
Champaign County’s benchmark
yield is 222.2 bushels per acre. If

Champaign County’s 2022 yield is
222.2 bushels per acre — causing
the county yield percent to be 100%
— ARC-CO will make payments
at MYA prices below $3.18. At a
100% county yield percent, PLC will
trigger payments equal to or greater
than ARC-CO, at least for reasonably high PLC yields.
A county yield percent of 80%
would occur with a 177.76 yield in
Champaign County in 2022. In this
scenario, MYA prices would need
to be below $3.98 per bushel (see
Table 1). Here ARC-CO would make
payments for prices between $3.98 to
$3.70, while PLC would not. At some
price below $3.70, PLC would make
higher payments than ARC-CO. The
exact level would depend on the size
of an FSA farm yield.
In our analysis, PLC has a higher
chance of making payments than
ARC-CO, although both have a
minimal chance of making payments.
Overall, neither PLC nor ARC-CO
payments should be expected for corn.
Farmers who wish to purchase the
Supplemental Coverage Option (SCO)
for corn will need to elect PLC to
remain eligible for the SCO coverage.
• Soybeans: For 2022, the effective reference price for soybeans
is $8.40, and the 2022 ARC-CO
benchmark price is $9.12 per bushel
(see Table 1). Given current market
prices, the 2022 expected MYA
price is $12.50. There is a 4% chance
that the 2022 MYA price could fall
below the $8.40 reference price.
Table 2 shows break-even prices

below which ARC-CO will make
payments. The benchmark yield for
non-irrigated soybeans in Champaign County is 69 bushels per acre.
At a county yield percent of 100
percent — implying the county yield
is 69.0 — the 2022 MYA price needs
to be below $7.84 per bushel before
ARC-CO makes payments.
An 80-percent county yield implies a county yield of 55.2 bushels
per acre in Champaign County. At
that yield, 2022 MYA prices need
to be below $9.80 before ARC-CO
makes payments. The $9.80 price
is well above the $8.40 reference
price, indicating that ARC-CO could
trigger payments at prices levels that
would not trigger PLC payments if
yield sufficient yield losses are experienced at the county level.
ARC-CO has a higher probability of making payments than PLC.
Note that PLC has not made payments in the past as the MYA price
for soybeans has never been below
$8.40 since 2014, when the current
commodity programs began. Farmers may wish to consider ARC-CO
for soybeans because of its higher
probability. Still, the probability of
payment is not high. Again, interest
in SCO coverage for soybeans would
require the use of PLC.
• Tools: Tools available to make
commodity title decisions are:
The 2022 Farm Bill What-If Tool.
This Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
shows payments given different
user-entered values.
The Gardner ARC/PLC Calculator (https://fd-tools.ncsa.illinois.edu)
gives probabilities of payments and
expected payment amounts for PLC
and ARC-CO for different counties.
Summary
Farmers have until March 15 to
revise commodity title decisions.
If choices are not changed, farmers
will automatically be enrolled in the
same option as last year. At this point,
commodity title payments should
not be expected for either PLC or
ARC-CO. Given the low probability of payments with current price
projections, farmers may wish to base
program selection on risk perception,
considering if there is greater price
risk or yield risk for the 2022 crop
and marketing year. PLC is intended
to address price risk while ARC-CO
provides revenue protection, which
incorporates yield risk.
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Tax Law ...
Continued from Page 3

employer-sponsored plan, beginning
in 2022
• Significantly limit the current
exemption for Qualified Small Business Stock
• Modify Net Investment Income
Tax to include all business income
for those making over $400,000
(singles) / $500,000
• Continue limitation on excess
business losses permanently
• 15-percent minimum tax on
largest corporations ($1 billion or
more in profit)
• Increase the tax rates and make
changes to Global Intangible LowTaxed Incom and Foreign-Derived
Intangible Income
Will the BBB Pass?
Ten days into 2022, it appears increasingly unlikely that this scaleddown BBB will pass the Senate and
become law.
Sen. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va., has
stood firm in asserting that he is
concerned about the BBB’s possible
contribution to inflation. He also
says that the asserted price tag of
$1.75 trillion is not accurate.
He argues, for example, that those
supporting its passage will want to
extend the enhanced child tax credit
beyond the one-year period proposed
in the text. Extending the child tax

Business ...
Continued from Page 2

Many small and medium-sized
farmers use accounting software
programs.
QuickBooks is one of the accounting software programs available to
farmers as well as to other business
people and individuals.
The software is subscription-based,
with payments typically on a monthly
or annual basis.
Costs vary depending on which
QuickBooks plan is selected.
While the marketing for spreadsheet and accounting software programs may make it appear that anyone
can simply load the software on their
computer and begin tracking income
and expenses, it is likely best for farmers to visit with someone who can help
them with the basics.
Knowing the difference between a
credit and a debit as well as an asset
and a liability are among the most
primary elements that one needs to
understand.
Setting up the Chart of Accounts is
an important step to maintain proper
records. “We work with farmers to set
up their Chart of Accounts as part of
the planning process for their finances,” Carroll said. “We recommend
setting up the specific accounts by
assigning numbers for each account
rather than using an alphabetical
system.”
Carroll explained that by grouping
similar types of expenses together

credit ehancement alone for 10 years
would cost an estimated $1.6 trillion.
Current Law Review
While nothing is off the table,
it does not appear likely that those
selling assets or dying in 2022 will
face increased tax liability.
Estate and Gift Tax Exemption
Current federal gift and estate
tax law includes a “basic exclusion
amount,” which is the combined value of property an individual can give
away during lifetime and at death
without incurring any tax liability.
In 2021, the basic exclusion amount
was $11.7 million per individual. Because this amount increases
each year for inflation, this exclusion
amount increased to $12.06 million in 2022. Absent congressional
action, the basic exclusion amount
will decrease to $5,000,000, plus an
is one of the best ways to be able to
analyze costs.
For example, grouping accounts for
equipment repairs, equipment insurance, and related expenses separate
from accounts that are more focused
on planting.
Those expenses, like costs for seed,
fertilizer, and other similar expenses,
can be analyzed separately.
Carroll said that the same approach
is best to use for various accounts that
detail income sources.
If you don’t have the knowledge to
set up and utilize the software on your
own, it may be best to consider taking
a class or classes to learn the in-andouts of bookkeeping and accounting
as well as the specifics of the software
program you chose.
Another option is to hire someone
to teach you directly and help you set
up your systems.
If neither of those work for you, you
may want to consider hiring someone
to work within your farming operation
or outsourcing your bookkeeping and
accounting needs to a qualified professional.
Carroll recommended that farmers
keep their primary financial records
for eight years.
“The reason for eight years is because the IRS is able to audit taxpayers
for up to three years following filing
of tax forms,” he said. “In addition, in
certain cases, the IRS is able to audit
taxpayers for up to seven years after
submission of tax forms.
“Keeping financial records for
eight years allows farmers to have
needed financial records available in
case of audits.”

applicable inflation adjustment, in
2026. Portability allows spouses to
share a combined basic exclusion
amount, as long as the estate properly files a Form 706 at the death of the
first spouse. Each year an individual can gift the “annual exclusion
amount” to another individual or
organization without having to file
a gift tax return or track the gift for
gift and estate tax purposes. In 2021,
the annual exclusion amount was
$15,000 per person. In 2022, it has
increased to $16,000 per person.
Taxation of Capital Gain
Under current law, taxpayers
must pay a tax on gain from the sale
of appreciated assets during their
lifetime. This tax is calculated based
upon whether the gain is short-term
capital gain, which generally arises
when the asset is held for one year or
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less, or long-term capital gain, which
usually arises when the asset is held
for more than one year. Current law
affords a preferential rate schedule
for long-term capital gain. Shortterm capital gain is generally taxed
as ordinary income. In either case,
the gain is calculated based upon the
difference between the owner’s basis
(generally cost plus improvements)
and the sales price.
As shown in the chart at the top,
the top long-term capital gains tax
rate for 2022 is 20 percent.
Present law also imposes a net
investment income tax on the gain
arising from the sale of investment assets. This 3.8 percent tax is
imposed upon taxpayers with net
investment income and modified
adjusted gross income above the
following threshold levels, as seen
in the bottom chart. Under current
law, this tax does not apply to active
business income or income from the
sale of business assets.
(Disclaimer: The Center for
Agricultural Law and Taxation
does not provide legal advice. Any
information provided on this website
is not intended to be a substitute
for legal services from a competent
professional. The Center’s work is
supported by fee-based seminars
and generous private gifts. Any
opinions, findings, conclusions or
recommendations expressed in the
material contained on this website
do not necessarily reflect the views
of Iowa State University.)
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seed and fertilizer prices ARE increasing.
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